EUCG Fall Meeting Topics

T&D Committee

Presentations/Roundtables

- Safety Awards – Presenter for Fall from Spring sessions?
  - Safety Moment – Volunteer (BGE – from brochure?)
- DEI – Sessions for each meeting (Entergy/PSE&G/Oncor) 75 minutes – 20-25 to each OpCo
- Entergy – Data structure for reporting – LiMandri
  - Roundtable with attendees prepared to discuss their methodology
- Oncor – Drone Program presentation
- ESG Update Best Practices Meeting – Martucci
- Battery Storage Roundtable – Salt Rive
  - Some prelim questions that folks can come prepared to discuss
- Entergy – Future meeting – modeling and cost estimations on storm response
  - Governance process around how to estimate
- NASA – Standards and Governance for Lunar Power (Martin N)
  - Survey to test the maturity within the panel - Martin will summarize survey and present the CenterPoint view
- EP Drills – tabletop exercises, drills, etc
  - Open discussion